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Abstract. Score normalization methods in biometric verification, which
encompass the more traditional user-dependent decision thresholding
techniques, are reviewed from a test hypotheses point of view. These are
classified into test dependent and target dependent methods. The focus
of the paper is on target dependent methods, which are further classified
into impostor-centric, target-centric and target-impostor. These are ap-
plied to an on-line signature verification system on signature data from
SVC 2004. In particular, a target-centric technique based on a variant
of the cross-validation procedure provides the best relative performance
improvement both for skilled (19%) and random forgeries (53%) as com-
pared to the raw verification performance without score normalization
(7.14% EER and 1.06% EER for skilled and random forgeries respec-
tively).

1 Introduction

Previous studies have shown that the performance of a number of biometric
verification systems, specially those based on behavioral traits such as written
signature [1] or voice [2], can be improved by using user-dependent decision
thresholds. Even greater verification performance improvement can be expected
through the use of score normalization techniques [3]. These methods (which
include the user-dependent thresholding as a particular case) account not only
for user specificities but also for intersession and environment changes [4]. The
system model of biometric authentication with score normalization is depicted
in Fig. 1.

The objectives of this work are: i) to provide a framework for score normal-
ization collecting previous work in related areas, ii) to provide some guidelines
for the application of these techniques in real world scenarios, and iii) to provide
an example of a successful application of the proposed normalization methods
regarding the first international Signature Verification Competition (SVC 2004).
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Fig. 1. System model of biometric authentication with score normalization

2 Theoretical Background

2.1 Score Normalization

Given a test sample X the problem of biometric authentication can be stated as
a basic hypotheses test between two hypotheses:

H0: X is from hypothesized client T .
H1: X is not from hypothesized client T .

The optimum test to decide between these two hypotheses is a likelihood ratio
test given by

p(X |H0)
p(X |H1)

{
> θ Accept H0
< θ Accept H1 (1)

where p(X |H0) and p(X |H1) are respectively the probability density functions
for the hypotheses H0 and H1 evaluated for the observed biometric sample X .
The decision threshold for accepting or rejecting H0 is θ. An equivalent log-
likelihood ratio test is obtained transforming (1) into the log domain

log p(X |H0) − log p(X |H1)
{

> log θ Accept H0
< log θ Accept H1 (2)

A common practice in biometric verification (e.g., GMM in case of speaker
recognition [5], HMM in case of signature recognition [6], etc.) consists in char-
acterizing each client T by a statistical model λT (i.e., the reference model in
Fig. 1). In this case, the similarity s is computed as

s = log p(X |λT ) (3)

which is an estimation of log p(X |H0). As a result, the optimal score normal-
ization method for an authentication system based on statistical modeling is
given by

sn = s − log p(X |H1) (4)

Worth noting, the normalizing term is affected, in general, by:
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Input Information: the input biometric sample X .
Information from Clients: example scores sT1 , . . . , sTNT

from the hypothe-
sized target T .

Information from Impostors: both the models
{
λT

1 , . . . , λT
NI

}
and example

scores
{

sT1 , . . . , sTNT

}
from NI possible impostors pretending the hypothe-

sized client T .

Estimation of log p(X |H1) based on the different information involved is
nevertheless not a straightforward task. Thus, operational procedures are usu-
ally employed. Much effort has been done in order to derive such operational
procedures for score normalization (also likelihood normalization) based on the
statistical formalism described above, mainly in the speaker recognition commu-
nity [3]. These operational procedures aim at designing a function

sn = f(s, X,
{
sT1 , . . . , sTNT

}
,
{

λT
1 , . . . , λT

NI

}
,
{

sT1 , . . . , sTNT

}
) (5)

so as to minimize the error rate of the verification task. Linear functions of
various statistics of the information involved in Eq. (5) is the prevailing strat-
egy. This is the case of the celebrated: i) z-norm, which considers only scores
samples from impostors, ii) t-norm, based on the test sample and models from
impostors, and iii) UBM-norm, which considers the test sample and a universal
background model characterizing the average target. Other examples can also
be found regarding face [7] or signature recognition [8].

In order to simplify the discussion yet providing a powerful framework for
score alignment, the main focus of this paper is on considering neither input test
information nor models from impostors, i.e.

sn = f(s,
{
sT1 , . . . , sTNT

}
,
{
sT1 , . . . , sTNT

}
) (6)

This family of score normalization methods will be referred to as target depen-
dent score normalization techniques. Other normalization methods using the test
sample and models from impostors will be referred to as test dependent normal-
ization techniques.

3 Target Dependent Score Normalization Techniques

3.1 Impostor-Centric Methods

In impostor-centric methods (IC for short) no information about client score
intra-variability is used. Therefore

sIC = f(s, I =
{
sT1 , . . . , sTNT

}
) (7)

The following IC methods are considered in this work:
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IC-1: sIC-1 = s − µI
IC-2: sIC-2 = s − (µI + σI)
IC-3: sIC-3 = (s − µI)/σI

where µI and σI are respectively the mean and standard deviation of the impos-
tor scores I. Note that the impostor samples scores I can be, in general, either
from casual impostors (cIC) or from real impostors (rIC).

3.2 Target-Centric Methods

In target-centric methods (TC for short) no information about impostor score
variability is used. Therefore

sTC = f(s, C =
{
sT1 , . . . , sTNT

}
) (8)

Similarly to the impostor-centric case, the following methods are obtained

TC-1: sTC-1 = s − µC
TC-2: sTC-2 = s − (µC − σC)
TC-3: sTC-3 = (s − µC)/σC

Client scores C should be obtained from the available training set. In this
work, we propose to generate C by using either the resubstitution or the rotation
sampling methods of error estimation [9].

3.3 Target-Impostor Methods

In target-impostor methods (TI for short) information from both client score
intra-variability and impostor score variability is used. Therefore

sTI = f(s, C =
{
sT1 , . . . , sTNT

}
, I =

{
sT1 , . . . , sTNT

}
) (9)

The two following methods are considered

TI-1: sTI-1 = s − sEER(I, C)
TI-2: sTI-2 = s − (µIσC + µCσI)/(σI + σC)

where sEER(I, C) is the decision threshold at the empirical Equal Error Rate
obtained from I and C.

4 Experiments

For the experiments reported in this paper, the HMM-based on-line signature
verification system from Universidad Politecnica de Madrid [6, 8] competing in
the First Intl. Signature Verification Competition (SVC 2004)1 has been used.

1 http://www.cs.ust.hk/svc2004/
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Development corpus of the extended task (including coordinate and timing
information, pen orientation and pressure) from SVC 2004 has been used. It
consists of 40 sets of signatures. Each set contains 20 genuine signatures from
one contributor (acquired in two separate sessions) and 20 skilled forgeries from
five other contributors.

Signature data from both sessions is used both for training and testing. Train-
ing data consists of 5 genuine signatures for each target. For a specific target user,
casual impostor information is extracted from all the remaining targets. Results
in which real impostor information is used for computing the normalization func-
tions are also provided. Impostor data for the estimation of the normalization
parameters, either casual or real, is used in a leave-one-out fashion, i.e., testing
one impostor with a normalization scheme estimated with information from the
remaining impostors and rotating the scheme.

A priori score normalization methods are compared in the following. This
means that only the information from the training set is used both for the enroll-
ment of the targets and for the estimation of the parameters of the normalization
scheme. In order to have an indication of the level of performance with an ideal
score alignment between targets, the a posteriori target dependent score nor-
malization TI-1 is also given. Only in this case test information is also used for
the computation of the normalization functions.

4.1 Results

In Fig. 2 (a) the different impostor-centric methods described in Sect. 3.1 are
compared either for skilled (left) or random forgeries (right). Raw verification
performance with no normalization (7.14% and 1.06 EER for skilled and random
forgeries respectively) is significantly improved by the a posteriori normalization
scheme (2.79% and 0.01% respectively). Regarding the skilled forgeries test,
a priori method IC-3 outperforms IC-1 and IC-2. Raw performance is only
improved in this case by considering statistics from real impostors. Regarding
the random forgeries test, significant improvements are obtained considering
statistics either from casual or from real impostors.

Results of different resampling techniques for the estimation of target vari-
ability are summarized in Fig. 2 (b) for three different verification systems of
decreasing verification performance (from left to right). As it can be observed,
the rotation scheme always leads to verification improvements whereas the re-
substitution strategy only leads to improvements in the low performance system.
This result penalizes the biased estimation provided by the resubstitution scheme
in favor of the unbiased rotation procedure.

Verification performance for the target-impostor methods is shown in Fig. 2
(c). As in the impostor-centric experiment, only target-impostor normalization
schemes based on real impostor statistics improve verification performance with
respect to no score normalization in case of tests with skilled forgeries. With
regard to the test considering random forgeries, verification performance im-
provements are obtained considering either casual impostor or real impostor
statistics.
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(a) Impostor-Centric: Different impostor-variability estimation methods.
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(b) Target-Centric: Different client-variability estimation methods.
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Fig. 2. Comparison of target dependent score normalization techniques
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5 Conclusions

Target dependent score normalization techniques have been reviewed and ap-
plied to a HMM on-line signature verification system (7.14% EER and 1.06%
EER for skilled and random forgeries respectively) on SVC 2004 signature data
and various experimental finding have been obtained. Most remarkably, target-
centric techniques based on a variation of the cross-validation procedure provided
the best performance improvement both for skilled (5.79% EER) and random
forgeries (0.50% EER). Other worth noting experimental findings are: i) the use
of casual impostor statistics in either impostor-centric or target-impostor meth-
ods leads to the highest performance improvement when testing with random
forgeries but lowers verification performance in case of testing against skilled
forgeries, ii) the use of real impostor statistics in either impostor-centric or
target-impostor methods leads to verification performance improvements when
testing either with random or skilled forgeries, and iii) statistics for the estima-
tion of target score intra-variability should be unbiased.
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